Hypermedia organization comes to Apples
Apple Computer's HyperCard allows Macintosh users to organize, use, customize, and create new information with multiple information types such as text, graphics, video, music, voice, and animation. An English language-based scripting language allows users to write their own programs.
With HyperCard, users can organize and use information the way they think-by association, context, and hierarchy-while browsing and searching through large bodies of information. Users sort, make notes, type, or draw on these cards in the same way they might use paper index cards. Upon activating a button, users can link a card or part of a card to another card or a stack of cards. Buttons also perform tasks such as dialing the telephone, sorting a stack, or finding a videodisc sequence.
HyperCard consists of a main disk, help disk, stack examples and ideas disk, and backup; it requires a IM-byte RAM Macintosh with two 800k-byte floppydisk drives.
Suggested retail price of Apple's threedisk HyperCard is $49. It will be included with all new Macintosh computers.
Reader Service Number 2 VLSI diagnostic workstation announced
The Schlumberger/ATE Integrated Diagnostic System IDS 5000 Workstation tests and diagnoses VLSI technology. The workstation combines scanning electron microscope technology with CAD/CAE tools.
With the IDS 5000, logic designers can observe behavior of a circuit while simultaneously monitoring circuit connectivity and predicted behavior through the schematic netlist, layout database, and simulation tools.
Delivery of the Schlumberger/ATE IDS 5000 is 60 days ARO. The list price is $495,000, including a one-year warranty.
Reader Service Number 3
DSP simulators run on IBM PCs
Software from Avocet Systems simulates and debugs Texas Instruments signal processing chips. AVSIM321 and 322 used on IBM PC compatibles work with the TMS 320 family of chips.
In operation the software produces registers, flags, and program and data memory on screen for manipulation by editing keys. Function keys control program flow for debugging. An Undo key uses the simulator's trace memory to back up one-at-a-time through recently executed instructions for error detection. Screen menus and a command mode are added features.
The Avocet Systems simulator/debuggers are priced at $379.
Reader Service Number 4
Mitsubishi offers three 150-ns Mitsubishi Electronics America expanded its UV EPROM product line with three 150-ns, IM-bit CMOS devices. Available in both 128K x 8and 64K x 16-bit organizations, the EPROMs store nonvolatile memory in applications using 16/32-bit microprocessors.
Two of the devices, the M5M27CIOOK and M5M27CO1K, are available in a 32-pin Cerdip package. The M5M27C-100K is pin compatible with the existing generation of 28-pin, IM-bit mask ROMs. The M5M27ClOIK conforms to the JEDEC standard pinout for bytewide memory.
A third device, the 64K x 16 M5M27-C102K, is encased in a 40-pin Cerdip package. All three offer a page programming algorithm that allows four bytes to be programmed at the same time.
AT&T desktop computer
The 6386 WorkGroup System is part of AT&T's recently announced computer and data networking product line. The 6386 uses the Intel 80386 chip and includes a nonproprietary operating environment that lets it share software and data with the rest of the line and with other computers that use standard operating systems.
The 32-user system runs 32-bit Unix System V applications concurrently with MS-DOS applications and features a CAE tools aid power circuit designs Analog Design Tools has announced a set of design tools for the Analog Workbench that is focused on the simulation and analysis needs of designers working on power supplies and other power circuits.
The Power Design Tool Kit combines a nonlinear model of transformer core magnetics with libraries of magnetic core materials and semiconductor power devices. Users can select tolerance distribution functions for statistical analysis calculations. Air gap effects on core behavior can be modeled, and semiconductor thermal resistivities can be modified for stress analysis.
The Analog Design Tools software for the Analog Workbench with three libraries costs $33,000.
Reader for the military version. The device is offered in standard and low-power versions. All three devices complement the Am99C641 64K x I static RAM.
In 100-piece quantities the DIP and leadless chip carrier devices are priced from $20 each.
Reader Service Number 9 Optical system design aid announced 256K RAM, MS-DOS 2.0 or higher, and a graphics card. Plotsmith is another menu-driven package for data plotting up to 10 sets of 250 data points each. Users enter and edit data from the keyboard.
Eigen Analyzer, designed for Apple, CP/M, and IBM computers, helps users find the real and complex eigenvalues of a real matrix, whether specified uncertainties exist in the matrix elements or not. Users can enter, edit, and save elements for later recall from disk as Northrop Corporation's Defense Systems Division, located in sprawling Rolling Meadows, IL just northwest of Chicago, provides a state-of-the-art software development environment implemented on a VAX cluster configuration, running under VMS, connected to Sun work-stations on an Ethernet fiber optics LAN, running under UNIX. Each software engineer has a terminal with access to any system on the network. Terminals are being replaced by personal workstations. We offer professionals with a BSCS, BSEE, BS Math or Physics (or equivalent) MS preferred, and a minimum of 3 years apeience, opportunities in the following areas. Management, Systems Architect, Technical Leaders and engineering assignments available. Systems Programmers Our many, varied applications require significant growth in our support capabilities. We need the best people with experience in: * LANGUAGES, including Ada, Operating Systems 
PS/2 software links laptops, PCs
Meridian Technology's Carbon Copy Plus data communications program is available on 3.5-inch disks for use on IBM's PS/2 family and compatible portable laptop computers. The software combines PC-to-PC remote control, PCto-host terminal emulation, and X-modem and Kermit file transfer protocols in an integrated package.
In remote-control mode, the program joins together two PCs over an asynchronous link so that a keystroke entered on one appears simultaneously on the other. In a second mode, Carbon Copy Plus emulates DEC VT-52 and VT-100, Televideo 920, and IBM 3101 asynchronous terminals. Users can access host computers and on-line information databases.
The Neurocomputer adds 80386 processing speed
The Anza AZ1500 neurocomputer system from Hecht-Nielsen Neurocomputer Corp. offers neural network researchers and application developers an 80386-based host computer. Typical preprocessing algorithms that benefit from the added speed include digitizing, normalization of data, and Fourier transforms. Applications include machine vision, speech recognition, and real-time signal analysis.
The host computer is a Zenith 386-80, which acts as an I/O device for the AZ1500 IBM and compatible neurocomputer coprocessor board. The neurocomputer implements virtual neural networks containing up to 30,000 processing elements with up to 480,000 interconnects. Included with the system is the HNC Neurosoft software of five Neural Net packages and User Interface Subroutine Library.
The Anza AZ1500, with neurocomputing coprocessor integrated into a Zenith 386-80 and a 13-inch color monitor, is available immediately for $19,500.
Reader Handheld analyzer contains disk drive Network Communications Corporation has developed a hand held network diagnostic instrument that includes a built-in, 3.5-inch floppy-disk drive. Its 50K to 700K data partitions, written in real time, can help users track down diagnostic problems by allowing them to compare before/after data or archive separate diagnostic tests. Users can also store programs, set up information on disk, and store or mail the minidisks.
Functions included in the 5-pound 6610D Network Probe are data line monitoring, protocol analysis, bit and block error-rate testing, RS-232C lead status analysis and visual display, and asynchronous terminal operation.
NCC sells the 6610D for $3800.
Reader Service Number 26
A hard-disk controller that Konan Corporation says will increase storage in IBM PC, Tandy, and compatible computers by 100 percent is now on the market.
Model KXP-230 Hard Disk Expander uses data compression and file compaction techniques to compress individual files of highly repetitive data by as much as 800 percent. Data is stored on the disk in normal Modified Frequency Modulation format, eliminating the need for special RLL-certified hard disks Atari ST scanner is menu driven The ST Image Scanner from Navarone Industries inputs photographs, graphics, and technical drawings into the Atari ST computer via a Canon interface.
According to the manufacturer, the ST Image Scanner digitizes images in halftone mode for photographs or lineart mode for drawings and logos in less than 15 seconds. The entire image or selected area can be captured with resolutions of 75 to 300 dpi and 32 shades of gray. Industrial Programming has announced a MTOS-UX real-time, multitasking operating system for National Semiconductor's 32000 series of microprocessors. According to the company, the MTOS-UX/32K operating system has the same internal structure and user inferface as other MTOS-UX computers, and programs written in a high-level language run in the same way.
A link to Unix permits a system or group of systems running under MTOS-UX to run as companions to a Unixbased workstation, in the manner of a work cell and its controller. It can log on and load object modules from files prepared under Unix. MN6290 has a 10-volt input span; MN6291 's span is 20 volts. Each features a 40-a maximum conversion time, a 5-,i acquisition time, and a 10V/I slew rate with precision of d 0.001 percent linearity error. Both devices offer two electrical grades and two operating temperature ranges.
Pricing for each device begins at $252 for quantities up to 14; production quantities require 12 to 16 weeks for delivery.
Reader Service Number 36
Software analysis tools announced by Intel Intel Corporation has introduced 80286 and 8086/8088 real-time software analysis tools that can be run on the IBM PC AT and XT. Called iPAT-286 and iPAT-86/88, these products allow software developers to monitor the execution of realor protected-mode software for speed tuning and test analysis.
iPAT tools permit the host system to display high-level histograms, tables, and code coverage maps and examine the code generated by 8086/80286 compilers and assemblers. The analyzers use highlevel-language symbolics (ASM, C, PL/M, Pascal, Ada, and Fortrari) so designers can quantify code behavior at the module, procedure, statement, or address levels.
Intel's analyzers begin in price at $2995; both kits require the iPATCORE base system.
Reader Service Number 38 Laser system stores 210,000 pages of data 
